Subject: Cancellation of tender for supply of single span drive shaft made from advanced composite material (carbon filter reinforced epoxy resin) for IDCT fan with matching coupling for both ends at Motor and Gear Box shaft U #6 to KSTPS, Kota against TN-12094 (UBN No. RVU1920GSOB00473)

The tender for supply of single span drive shaft made from advanced composite material (carbon filter reinforced epoxy resin) for IDCT fan with matching coupling for both ends at Motor and Gear Box shaft U #6 against TN-12094 has been dropped due to technical reasons.

This bears the approval of the competent authority.

(MOHBD. MOSHIN)
DY. CHIEF ENGINEER(MM)
KSTPS, RVUNL, KOTA

Copy submitted / forwarded to the following for information & necessary action:

1. The Chief Engineer (KSTPS), RVUNL, Kota.
2. The Chief Controller of Accounts, KSTPS, RVUNL, Kota.
3. The Superintending Engineer(CAM), KSTPS, RVUNL, Kota